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Preface
The Vision for Bembridge Harbour
Bembridge Harbour is perfectly situated in the benevolent waters of the
Solent, receiving some of the sunniest weather in Britain, with clean, sheltered
waters suitable for all ranges of harbour activities.
Leisure use is relatively new here. Only a few decades ago its use was largely
industry, goods and boatyards. Nowadays, its main role is to provide a safe
haven for leisure harbour users.
Recent years have witnessed substantial improvements to the harbour. This is
driven by the team that administer the harbour whose principal aim is to
strive yet further to bring better, much‐needed advances and modernisation to
the harbour facilities. Sensitive and careful planning, though, is essential to
ensure that the important wildlife of the harbour is protected at all times.
Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company (BHIC) is pledged to working
closely with the full range of divergent harbour users via the Bembridge
Harbour Liaison Group (BHLG) to bring this vision to fruition. This
Management Plan was first produced in 2008 by the Bembridge Harbour
Authority in conjunction with the Bembridge Harbour Liaison Group to set
out these aims clearly and simply, in order to ensure the best possible future
for all who use, work, live near and care for the Harbour and its wonderful
features.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

A brief history of Bembridge Harbour

Bembridge Harbour is the sole remaining intertidal part of the former much larger
Brading Harbour (or Brading Haven) which extended over three kilometres
inland, with a quay near Brading town. Sea walls constructed in 1338 (Yarbridge),
1562 (Bexley Point) and 1594 (Centurion’s Copse – Wall Lane) steadily reduced its
estuarine area. The largest and most recent enclosure via the construction of an
embankment in 1879 linking St Helens to Bembridge by both rail and road,
resulted in the Harbour boundaries seen today which measure only one fifth of the
original River East Yar estuary.
Approximately two hundred years ago, St Helens would have been a small coastal
village associated with shipping, fishing and the general small scale maritime
economy. Bembridge was much smaller than today and over ten kilometres away
by road. The main link between the two, until the Embankment Road and Railway
links were built, was by boat. The construction of the railway, plus its associated
land reclamation also heralded the start of significant industry, shipping and
commerce in the local area. Regular mainland boat connections were established,
many boat building and engineering businesses developed and the Harbour
underwent a busy and industrial development stage from the late 19th century to
around the 1950s.
The railway closed in 1953, long before other UK branch lines. As a result of this
closure track beds and railway buildings became redundant, available for a variety
of other uses. Track beds became footpaths, buildings used by marine orientated
businesses such as the Ariadne Sailing School and boatyard workshops. The crane
that stood on the base at St. Helens Quay was still being used by various boatyards
many years later. The Embankment saw businesses come and go such as the
pilotage service run by Ernie Wade and the boatbuilders Keith Nelson
(Thornycroft). Other boatyards remain albeit with a shift towards maintenance
and repairs and the Embankment is still home to two yacht clubs.
The Duver side of the harbour has also seen businesses come and go over the
years. Boatyards operate similarly to their counterparts on the opposite side of the
harbour and commercial hovercraft are still built and maintained on part of the old
Woodnutts site. The Duver, once the home of a nine‐hole golf course, is now
enjoyed as an open public space, maintained by the National Trust (NT).
Other areas became residential. St. Helens Station was converted into a house and
over the years buildings such as the Spithead Hotel, Bembridge Station and the
disused Mill at St. Helens were demolished and rebuilt as homes. The St. Helens
Quay area, along with the former gasworks site, has been cleared of empty sheds,
-11
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buildings and gas holders, these being replaced with numerous homes. The
majority of these developments have taken place within the last 30 years as the
demand for housing in the area has increased.
Ownership of the harbour was formerly under the control of The British Railways
Board, as inheritors of the former railway line and its associated infrastructure.
This was passed to the Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company (BHIC)
under the Pier & Harbour Order (Bembridge Harbour) Confirmation Act 1963.
Bembridge Harbour differs from several others on the island and south coast of
England in that it is not a `Trust Port’. Trust Ports are typically independent, self
governing statutory bodies with no stakeholders or owners.

1.2

Geomorphology

The two dune systems of St Helens Duver and Bembridge Point, situated either
side of the harbour entrance provide protection from the worst impacts of
northerly storms. They consist of blown sand and shingle. The bed of the inner
harbour is composed of estuarine mud and silt, which, in its eastern part is also
mixed with fine sand. A band of Bembridge limestone outcrops just on the
northern boundary of the outer harbour area.
Coastal Sediment Transport (CST), eroding west to east from Whitecliff Bay to the
Bembridge Lifeboat Station, deposits gravels and sand in the harbour mouth. This
particularly occurs during winter storms. Conversely, a small north to south
sediment transport brings deposits from Priory Bay into the western harbour
entrance.
Geomorphological action is a key aspect in managing Bembridge Harbour and is
covered in more detail in section 7.

1.3

Nature conservation status and designations

Bembridge Harbour merits status as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (Brading
Marshes and St Helens to Bembridge Ledges SSSI). It is also a Special Protection
Area (SPA) under EU Directive 74/409 and is further designated under the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Site No. RS 965) denoting
that the area is important for waterfowl. The nature conservation importance of
the area principally relates to the migratory and wintering wetland bird species
using the harbour and the rare assemblage of invertebrates, mammals and flora in
the nearby grassland, brackish pools and marshland.
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1.4

Area under Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company jurisdiction

The area under the jurisdiction of the BHIC comprises 74.25 ha of intertidal
mudflats, sand flats, dunes and open water and 6.75 ha of terrestrial holding,
making a total of approximately 81 ha.
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2.

The Role of the Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company

2.1

BHIC powers and duties:
•

Powers held by BHIC are shown below. They are extracts from Pier &
Harbour Order (Bembridge Harbour) Confirmation Parliamentary Act 1963
(P&HO:BH).

•

Power to construct, maintain and improve works:
(Section 12 of P&HO:BH) To construct, maintain and improve the harbour
and any works thereof and construct, maintain and improve embankments,
walls, footways, approaches, steps, landing places, piers, quays, jetties,
marinas, slips, wharfs, groynes, sea defences, buoys, moorings, cranes,
lights, beacons, roads, sewers, drains, watercourses, gas and water pipes,
powers sources, warehouses, offices, sheds and other works and
conveniences to benefit vessels, traffic and the protection of the harbour.

•

Power to levy rates:
(Section 13 of P&HO:BH) This section covers rates that may be levied upon
users of harbour facilities for their use of the works provided by BHIC, as
outlined in (Section 15 of P&HO:BH).
(Section 14 of P&HO:BH) allows these rates to be variable and compound.

•

Powers over moorings, etc.:
(Section 15 of P&HO:BH) The company may provide, place, lay down,
maintain, use and have moorings, buoys, marinas and like apparatus and
conveniences for vessels and houseboats on land owned or leased by the
company and on other land (with the written consent of the owner). The
company may also demand, receive and recover, in respect of any vessel
using any of the foregoing items, provided by the company at such
reasonable charges as may be prescribed by the company and approved by
the Minister.

•

(Section 16 of P&HO:BH) The company may also levy penalties against
persons who wilfully obstruct any person acting under the harbour
authority in respect of setting out marinas, moorings or buoys or wilfully
removes any moorings, buoys or stakes driven into the ground for the same
purposes or causes a vessel to be moored or anchored, except at marina,
buoy or mooring or like apparatus not provided by the company, or places
any of the aforesaid apparatus not provided by the company under (Section
15 of P&HO:BH).
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•

(Section 17 of P&HO:BH) Lifeboat crews and any persons undertaking
rescue associated duties are exempt from these levies and penalties.

•

(Section 18 of P&HO:BH) The River Board, now Environment Agency (EA),
are also exempt from the same, when undertaking their statutory duties in
respect of their multiple roles of environmental protection and coastal and
fluvial defence.

•

(Section 19 of P&HO:BH) Power to dispose of wrecks.

•

(Section 23 of P&HO:BH) Power to dredge and sell materials resulting from
scouring and dredging to maintain harbour channels, etc., subject to the
provisions of section 46 (Crown rights) of this order and also subject to the
agreement of statutory enforcing authorities implementing EU habitat
designations.

•

(Section 24 of P&HO:BH) Power to serve byelaws. Please see bylaws in full
available at the Bembridge Harbour Office.

•

(Section 27 of P&HO:BH) Power over easements.

•

(Section 28 of P&HO:BH) Power over the retention and disposal of lands.

•

(Section 29 of P&HO:BH) Powers to sell or lease the undertaking.

•

(Section 31 of P&HO:BH) Application of surplus revenue shall be directed
to the dredging of harbour works or their renewal and construction or
improvements of any of the works. The company is empowered to charge
for the management and maintenance of the undertaking, including
reasonable reserves, contingencies or other funds at a reasonable return
upon the paid up share capital of the undertaking.

•

(Section 32 of P&HO:BH) Annual accounts shall be sent to the Minister.

•

(Section 35 of P&HO:BH) Notwithstanding anything in this order cables,
pipes or wires may be laid or placed under powers of this order by the
company on, under or over any tidal waters or tidal lands below MHWS
tide levels or at such a height as the Minster may require.

Please note:
1.
EU legislation may occasionally overrule the Harbour Act.
2.
Sections 1 11, 14, 20 22, 25, 26, 28, 30, 33 & 34 which are of minor relevance to this harbour
plan are omitted form the foregoing. Please refer to full copies of the act freely available at
Bembridge Harbour Office for further detail.
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3.

Harbour stakeholders and users as of 1 May 2010

3.1

List of principal stakeholders/users/key interested parties/statutory
bodies/NGOs

3.1.1

Stakeholders/users

Leisure boat users:
Bembridge Harbour Improvement Company Limited (BHIC) permanent
and visiting berth holders
Bembridge Angling Club (BAC)
Bembridge Sailing Club (BSC)
Brading Haven Yacht Club (BHYC)
Sea View Yacht Club (SVYC)
Commercial boat users and Boatyards:
A A Coombes
Bembridge Motor Services
Bembridge Boatyard
Bembridge Outboards
Griffon Hoverwork
High Speed Craft Ltd
H Attrill and Sons IW Ltd
Hovertravel Ltd
Lynx Marine
Will Squibb Boatbuilders
Commercial fishermen
Cachalot Charters
Captain Stan (fishery sales)
Registered fishing vessels
Anglers
Casual anglers
Harbour side businesses (Marine)
Bembridge Harbour Offices
Head First
Nelson Engineering
Nelson Yacht Brokerage
Paul Newell Sails
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Peter Hewitt Powerboat Training
SC Marine
Spinnaker Chandlery
Wight Charter
Harbour side businesses (Other)
Baywatch Cafe & Restaurant
DeSurvey Plc
Desktop Studio
Duver Signs
G P Motor Works
H J Bennett Ltd
Unit 4 + 2
Networq UK
S.S.J. Construction
Shaun Burden vehicle repairs
Spyder UK
Tollgate Cafe
Xoron Houseboat B & B
Wight Holiday Homes
Harbour side dwellings
Embankment Road:
Houseboat residents
Dwellings near Bembridge Point
Dwellings near Bembridge Marina
Harbour Farm
Latimer Road area:
The Mill House
Latimer Quay
Latimer Road
St Helens Duver and Harbour side:
Fifteen residences

3.1.2

Organisations

3.1.2.1 Key Parties
Bembridge Harbour Improvement Company (BHIC)
Bembridge Harbour Liaison Group (BHLG)
3.1.2.2 Interested parties/organisations
Bembridge & St Helens Harbour Association (BASHHA)
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Bembridge Business Association (BBA)
Bembridge Harbour Trust (BHT)
Bembridge Harbour Users’ Group (BHUG)
James Bullin
National Trust (NT)
Redwing Quay Ltd
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)
St Helens and Bembridge Coastal & Harbour Working Group
(SHBC&HWG)
Southern Water (SW)
3.1.3

Statutory bodies (plus their field of authority, where relevant)

Isle of Wight Council (IWC)
Planning matters, emergency pollution incidents
Roads, local infrastructure and land holdings
Environment Agency (EA)
Pollution
Fluvial and coastal defence
Environment
Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)
Natural England (NE)
Nature Conservation
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)
Marine & Coastal Environment Unit (MCEU)
Marine Dredging Control
Bembridge Parish Council
St Helens Parish Council
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Objectives and proposed actions
The following sections contain Bembridge Harbour management policies,
objectives and proposed actions

4.

Management rationale: The main aims of the Bembridge Harbour
Improvements Company

4.1 To manage the harbour in a safe, effective and efficient manner
The principal aim of BHIC is to provide, maintain and enhance all relevant
facilities, infrastructure and services within the area of its control or ownership to
the highest, safest standards.
4.2 To ensure adequate funding is available to manage harbour facilities
Sufficient income as is essential to provide such facilities, infrastructure and
services must be derived from harbour users to enable this high level of service to
be maintained.
4.3 To resolve multiple harbour management obligations in order to cater impartially for all
harbour user groups and interested parties
The multiple functions and uses of the harbour (including private and commercial
boat use, commercial fishing and recreational angling, houseboat dwellings,
harbour side boatyards, plus marine and other businesses, yacht clubs, education,
nature conservation, infrastructure, buildings and services and all other relevant
aspects) require careful and sensitive cooperation between all parties to manage
the harbour efficiently and effectively for the benefit of all. The principal group
responsible for monitoring these objectives is the Bembridge Harbour Liaison
Group (BHLG).
4.4 To meet obligations under designations from statutory bodies including Isle of Wight
Council (IWC), Natural England (NE) and Environment Agency (EA) and Department
for Food, Rural Affairs and Agriculture (Defra).
EU and other designations, via statutory enforcing authorities, demand rigorous
protection of the environment in terms of nature conservation, pollution,
disturbance and other activities relating to the efficient and effective running of
Bembridge Harbour. A key objective of BHIC is to meet such standards as are
required to maintain the national and international importance of the designated
areas and their special features.
4.5 To strive for improvements throughout all harbour management activities
BHIC is dedicated to improving standards of all facilities and activities at
Bembridge Harbour. Ongoing schemes to bring these improvements to fruition
include: replacement of swinging moorings with pontoons, providing improved
facilities for leisure users of the harbour, enhancing commercial fishing and sport
angling facilities and berthing, reducing or eliminating pollution from houseboats
via links to modern services and practising professional, safe and modern harbour
management methods. These will collectively form a lynchpin of BHIC’s work
outlined in this plan. These aspirations will be achieved in liaison with harbour
users and the neighbouring community.
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5.

Natural and Historic Environment

5.1

Nature conservation and wildlife

Bembridge Harbour merits status as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (Brading
Marshes and St Helens to Bembridge Ledges SSSI), Special Protection Area (SPA)
under EU Directive 74/409 and is also designated under the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance (Site No. RS 965) denoting that the area is
important for waterfowl. (See map on page 39 appendix 2) The nature
conservation importance of the area principally relates to the migratory and
wintering wetland bird species using the harbour and the rare assemblage of
invertebrates, mammals and flora in the nearby grassland, brackish pools and
marshland.
The most important bird species include Brent geese, several hundred of which
use the harbour during mid winter to spring. Wintering wading birds such as
oystercatcher, ringed plover, grey plover, dunlin, black tailed godwit, curlew,
redshank, spotted redshank, greenshank and large flocks of several hundred
lapwings also overwinter. Grebes, mergansers, grey herons and little egrets also
feed in the inner and outer harbour.
Different substrata (from sand to mud) within the harbour area favour different
bird species. Brent geese feed upon eelgrass Zostera spp. Some parts, such as the
derelict sea defences and pontoons, are used as roost sites by wetland birds during
high tide.
Close liaison has taken place between BHIC and statutory controlling agencies:
IWC, NE & EA, to deliver the best opportunities for wildlife, whilst still allowing
reasonable commercial and leisure use of the harbour. Compliance with EU and
statutory designations is, thus, implemented via the ongoing liaison between BHIC
and the above organisations.
Numerous surveys of the harbour and its wildlife have been undertaken.
These are available for inspection at the Bembridge Harbour Office.
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Management policies, objectives and actions for nature conservation & wildlife
Policy
Close liaison must continue between BHIC and statutory controlling agencies:
IWC, NE & EA, to deliver the best opportunities for wildlife, based on rigorous
scientific research whilst still allowing reasonable commercial and leisure use of
the harbour.
Objectives
• Incorporate nature conservation management objectives, agreed with statutory
enforcing authorities (IWC, NE and EA) into the harbour planning process.
Actions
• Comply with EU and UK statutory environmental and wildlife designations.
• Monitor wildlife using methodology approved by IWC, NE and EA.
• Promote wildlife friendly harbour usage via, education, byelaws and `best
practice’ in liaison with all harbour users (e.g. pollution, disturbance).
• Incorporate results of scientific research into harbour management actions.
• Maintain extensive areas of open mud and sand flats over the harbour area via
careful zoning of moorings onto pontoons, trots and other localised areas in
areas of least wildlife importance.
• Introduce modern sewage control services for houseboats removing the need to
flush sewage or waste water into the inner harbour.
• Promulgate the nature conservation interests of the harbour via literature, signs
and other relevant media.
• Maintain close working link with RSPB local reserve at Brading Marshes.
• Prepare a petrochemical spillage control plan in liaison with IWC and EA.
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5.2

Pollution control

EA is the national and regional controlling and enforcing authority responsible for
these matters. Parts V, VI & VIII of the Bembridge Harbour Byelaws also allow the
levy of penalties on polluters. Substantial liaison has already taken place to
minimise pollution in the harbour. Substantial improvements have been achieved
over recent years via infrastructure upgrading (e.g. safe fuel storage, control of
waste disposal, sewage, etc.).
Management policies, objectives and actions to tackle pollution
Policy
Close liaison must continue between BHIC and controlling agencies EA and MCA,
with reference to the Port Marine Safety Code (PMSC), to deliver the cleanest
sustainable use of the harbour.
Objectives
• Incorporate pollution control initiatives, agreed with statutory enforcing
authority EA into the harbour planning process.
Actions
• EA to monitor pollution.
• The Harbourmaster will be trained to level 5 and assistants to level 4 in
pollution control management.
• Encourage EA to minimise pollution via nutrients and other discharges into the
harbour from the River East Yar.
• Promote ecologically friendly harbour usage via, education, byelaws and `best
practice’ liaison with all harbour users. Byelaw VIII specifically targets boat
discharges; possibly the most potentially damaging source, in terms of sewage,
waste and potentially harmful chemicals.
• Removal of other waste from buildings not on private or public sewerage
systems (estimated currently as 6 properties).
• Encourage SW and EA to upgrade St Helens Sewage Treatment Works from
primary treatment to full treatment.
• Incorporate results of scientific monitoring into harbour management actions.
• Introduce modern sewage control services for houseboats removing the need to
flush sewage or waste water into inner harbour.
• BHIC to draw up a pollution action plan (liaising with statutory bodies EA,
MCA & IWC) in the event of any major spillage or pollution occurrence both
outside and within the harbour.
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5.3

The Historic Environment

Several buildings, plus parts of the harbour infrastructure, possess historic
significance and value. Artefacts and structures meriting significance under the
Historic Environmental Record (HER) Sites and Ancient Monuments Register
(SMR) include (as found in the IWC Historic Environment Record report – 19th
October 2007):
Priority 1: 13 sites or artefacts including:
Below ground Palaeolithic hand tools, Anglo Saxon pottery and pre 18th century
tide mill remains. There are also earthworks and structures dating from recent
centuries and remnants in mudflats ranging from hulks to posts, which may have
archaeological significance.
Priority 2: 2 items:
Bembridge Harbour itself, a dockside crane base and some historically interesting
houseboats.
BHIC has forged a close working relationship with IWC Archaeological and
Historic Environmental Record team (IWCA & HER).
Examples include
protecting the former crane base at St. Helens Quay and conserving former relic
sea defences in situ.
Management policies, objectives and actions to conserve and enhance the
Historic environment
Policy
Close liaison must continue between BHIC and controlling agency IWCA & HER,
to conserve the important historic fabric harbour features and artefacts.
Objectives
• Incorporate agreed strategy into the harbour planning process.
Actions
• BHIC commissioned an HER report from IWCA & HER.
• The HER report is available to view at the Harbour office.
• Maintain known artefacts, buildings and historic features, wherever and
wherever feasible.
• Control un‐permitted disturbance of HER (e.g. metal detecting, excavations).
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6.

Buildings and development

6.1

Quayside infrastructure (quays/pontoons, etc.).

The list of items is huge, therefore selectively listed under subject heads, where
appropriate issues may be of interest
6.1.1

Embankments, slipways, steps, landing places, piers, quays, jetties, etc.

Embankment Road lies under jurisdiction of IWC. BHIC has authority over the
sections below MHWS. The same applies to the Mill Causeway (south east face
only). The derelict sea wall lies within the ownership. There is only one public
slipway in the harbour, situated by Duver Marina, the slipway is owned by James
Bullin above high water mark. All other slipways, steps, landing places, wharfs,
cranes, piers, quays, jetties lying within the ownership area are controlled by BHIC
or leased by BHIC to others for their use. Several of these features have undergone
renovation and repairs in recent years. There are a number of footways and
approaches to the harbour that fall within the jurisdiction of BHIC. These
slipways, steps, etc., remain under the control of BHIC.
6.2

Marinas and moorings

Mooring of vessels is an aspect of BHIC activity that has undergone substantial
alterations and improvements over recent years. The philosophy behind BHIC’s
strategy, which was devised in liaison with NE, is to provide safe, modern, reliable
moorings providing access to dry land, without the need to use secondary `tender’
craft to reach them, wherever feasible. A second part of this strategy aims to free
up large areas of mud and sand flats to benefit important intertidal waterfowl
communities by concentrating former swinging moorings onto smaller, less
sensitive wildlife areas. Details of moorings are available from the Harbour Office.
6.2.1

Marinas

BHIC runs four marinas equipped with pontoons, known respectively as
Bembridge Marina, Duver Marina (primarily for visiting boats), Selwyn Marina
(formerly Wades Pontoon) and Fishermans Marina (formerly Fishermans Wharf).
Please see photograph in appendix 3.
6.2.2

Pontoons

There are pontoons in various parts of the Harbour controlled by BHIC, AA
Coombes, Bembridge Outboards, BHYC, BSC, H Attrill and Sons and Will Squibb
Boatbuilders.
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6.2.3

Other moorings

Trot moorings (i.e. parallel lines of moorings attached to chains on the harbour
bed) are situated on the central part of the inner harbour. This type of mooring,
though requiring tender craft or the harbour taxi service, deliver the nature
conservation targets of
(a) concentrating moorings into a much smaller area than swinging moorings
(b) reducing the 360o scouring effect, because boats are kept in line
(c) vessels and buoys will be removed as required by IWC in winter leaving bare
open areas of mud and sand to benefit feeding waders and wildfowl.
The number of swinging moorings is far less than in 2005.
AA Coombes, BAC, BHYC, BSC, Bembridge Outboards, the Redwing Club, GP
Motorworks, H Attrill and Sons. These maintain their own moorings; the bed of
the harbour being leased to them to do so.
6.2.4

Groynes

Apart from the groynes on Attrills Point and Bembridge Point (BHIC
responsibility) all maintenance of groynes to be undertaken by IWC in liaison with
EA, NE and IWC. Their main function is to minimise some of the most vigorous
impacts of CST around the vicinity of the harbour mouth. Several groynes, also
impacting upon CST, lie within the harbour mouth area owned and administered
by IWC.

6.2.5 Buoys, lights, beacons, etc.
The main harbour channel is marked by can and cone buoys, there are further
`special marks’ denoting groyne points, etc. These are all maintained and serviced
annually by BHIC in liaison with Trinity House under IALA regulations. None are
presently lit, though there is a flashing topmark (Fl.Y.2s) to the north of St Helens
Fort on the Tide Gauge. For further information and last surveyed positions see
current drawing at the Harbour office, reduced copy Appendix 5.
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6.3 Buildings and related infrastructure under control of BHIC
Two main sets of buildings are managed by BHIC in liaison with Maritime &
Leisure Investments Ltd (MLI).
One is the building situated at St Helens Duver, this houses the harbour office with
other parts being leased as office space. There is also a separate berth holders’
washroom and WC area.
The other is the former Harbour Office at Bembridge Marina. Parts of this
building are currently leased as offices except for the BHIC workshop and berth
holders’ washroom and WC located on the ground floor.
Other owned buildings are limited to the semi derelict former railway building
near houseboat plot 23 / Dustbin Corner area and assorted quayside artefacts and
infrastructure.
BHIC has upon its holdings a number of roads, sewers, drains, watercourses, gas
and water pipes, power supplies, sheds, and offices. These are maintained in
liaison with the relevant bodies, as appropriate.
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Management policies, objectives and actions to manage, maintain, improve and
enhance the harbour buildings, infrastructure, moorings and berths,
navigational markers and associated items
Policy
BHIC will implement the Port Maritime Safety Code and follow ‘best practice’ in
managing all these important harbour features and facilities to safe and high
standards in the most cost effective way.
Objectives
• To provide sufficient resources to maintain all the harbour infrastructure
facilities listed under this section to safe, reliable and modern standards.
• To implement work practices to ensure that quality standards are in place to
achieve these aims.
Actions
• Provide access to land via pontoons and quays, in preference to trot/swinging
moorings, where feasible and appropriate.
• Renew and repair slipways, where required.
• Ensure that buoyage and markers are correctly positioned, relative to
alterations in harbour channel patterns in liaison with Trinity House through
the PANAR monitoring system.
• Install new channel buoys as necessary.
• Consider installation of top lights on the most important buoys.
• Provide a harbour taxi service.
• Undertake H & S checks of all infrastructure regularly to ensure the safest
harbour use environment that is feasible.
• Remove vessels and buoys as required to minimise harbour use in winter to
benefit wintering waterfowl.
• Liaise closely with EA, IWC, NE and Defra concerning the maintenance of
groynes and sea defences.
• Maintain all land based infrastructure to safe, professional, modern high
standards.
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6.4 Land use and water use in the harbour area
Though possibly self explanatory, use of the harbour is driven by the principal
users and other interested groups in conjunction with BHIC. These multiple uses
are carefully managed to ensure the most effective and efficient results for all.
Several activities may occur within the harbour that contravene harbour byelaws
and BHIC officers control any non permitted activities.
Permitted examples include:
Pleasure boating
Commercial boating
Angling
General access over water or intertidal areas by boat or on foot
Bait digging (with exclusions*)
Activities not permitted in the BHIC controlled area include:
Wildfowling
Wind surfing

*

Extract from Bembridge Harbour Byelaws: Clause 40 ‐ Digging of bait:
No person shall in any part of the harbour dig for lugworm, ragworm, or any form of
fishing bait within 15 metres of any mooring, or within 6 metres of any pile, beacon, mark,
hard, causeway, jetty, quay, wharf or similar structure.
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7.

Harbour Channel Maintenance

7.1

Outer harbour channel dredging

As stated in section 1.2, the CST, running west to east, from Whitecliff Bay to
Bembridge Lifeboat Station is a potent force. It deposits approximately 20,000
cubic metres of gravel and sand annually into the outer harbour mouth, mainly
during winter storms (ref: IWC Coastal Planning Dept.). Conversely, a small north
to south sediment transport brings deposits from Priory Bay into the western
harbour entrance.
Sedimentation of the channel has always presented navigational problems in terms
of access to and from Bembridge (or former Brading) Harbour. At various times
over past centuries the East Yar River outer channel followed quite different routes
from those seen now, hence the archaic BHIC channel jurisdiction boundaries in
the outer harbour. Since the 1870s harbour reclamation project, river flows have
greatly diminished and the river silt sediment of the East Yar fails to be scoured, as
river water flows are now constrained by modern sluices.
Outer harbour channel dredging and clearing operations are recorded as having
been practised for many centuries. Channel profiles over recent decades have
evidently altered, as may be seen by comparing earlier Ordnance Survey mapping
with recent aerial images. The movement of the channel from its former, straighter,
course to its present `west, then east’ position in contrast to the channel route
shown on OS maps dating back to 1940s, is a feature that BHIC wishes to redress
over the long term. This will be carried out in liaison with enforcing authorities
EA, Defra/MCEU, NE and IWC, so that a route resembling the earlier channel is
reformed. This would result in the channel being reallocated more closely to its
former historic ownership parameters, instead of veering into areas outside BHIC
jurisdiction.
It is a fortunate local occurrence that the traditional winning of aggregates in the
form of harbour dredgings has been undertaken by H J Bennett for fifty years. This
situation whereby harbour dredgings can be sold as commercial aggregate, instead
of becoming waste subject to disposal regulations, is beneficial to all harbour users
in many ways, not least of which are financial.
Outer harbour channel dredging is an ongoing process, in order to combat CST,
the effects of which are most pronounced during winter storms.
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Management policies, objectives and actions to manage the outer harbour
channel
Policy
Close liaison must continue between BHIC and controlling agencies EA, Defra,
IWC & NE to maintain harbour dredging whilst not adversely influencing the EU
designated features of the site.
Objectives
• Incorporate agreed BHIC, EA, Defra, NE and IWC strategy into the outer
harbour dredging management planning process.
• Ensure that winning of harbour dredgings does not conflict with channel
maintenance requirements or nature conservation objectives.
Actions
• BHIC to carry out all dredging in accordance with the Entrance Channel
Management Protocol as agreed with NE and IWC in October 2010
• Maintain and position buoyage to outer harbour channel for safe and effective
harbour use and conform to Trinity House requirements.
• Prepare contingency planning in the event of major storm surge event(s)
• Implement relevant actions outlined in the Port Marine Safety Code.
• Ensure that outer harbour channel safety aspects are monitored as part of the
annual H & S audit procedures.
• Monitor outer harbour dredging management in accordance with IWC
conditions.
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7.2

Inner harbour dredging

Substrata in the inner harbour differ from the gravel and sand outer channel in
being dominated by mud and silt with a thin over layer of sand mixed with silt
near the eastern inner harbour entrance.
The practise of inner harbour dredging has been to use suction pump dredgers
discharging into three purpose built pipes under Embankment Road. Estuarine
slurry is pumped into the purpose built silt dumping area adjacent to the BHYC
car park.
The inner harbour requires silt clearance at regular intervals. Periods have varied
from three to five years. Specialist contractors equipped to undertake this task are
commissioned when needed. The last inner harbour silt pumping operation took
place in 2005.
Opportunities exist to develop nature conservation habitats within the silt
dumping area. BHIC commenced an agreement with RSPB Brading Marshes over
the silt dumping area, with a view to enhancing nature conservation opportunities
in 2002. The main aim would be to establish new saline lagoon areas alongside
existing ones (an SAC, SSSI, SPA and Ramsar habitat), whist still allowing channel
clearance by silt pumping to continue, further opportunities also exist to reuse
spoil after a few years.
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Management policies, objectives and actions to manage the inner Harbour
Policy
Close liaison must continue between BHIC and controlling agencies EA, Defra,
IWC and NE to maintain inner harbour dredging whilst not adversely influencing
the EU designated features of the site.
Objectives
• Incorporate agreed BHIC, EA, Defra, NE and IWC strategy into the inner
harbour dredging management planning process.
• Seek commercial silt reuse options for harbour dredgings, providing this does
not conflict with channel and other maintenance requirements or nature
conservation objectives.
Actions
• BHIC to liaise closely with EA, Defra, NE and IWC to continue and enhance
existing strategy for inner harbour dredging.
• Maximise opportunities for nature conservation enhancement by creating new
saline lagoons, adjacent to existing ones in liaison with RSPB, NE, EA and IWC,
whilst still allowing silt dumping process to maintain inner harbour dredging.
• Investigate methods by which long established inert, less halophytic silt can be
mixed with other substances (e.g. farmyard manure) to allow its reuse,
bringing about long term sustainable inner harbour maintenance.
• Maintain annual buoyage location revisions to inner harbour channel positions
for safe and effective harbour use and conform to Trinity House requirements.
• Prepare contingency planning in the event of major storm surge event(s)
• Implement any relevant actions outlined in the Port Marine Safety Code.
• Ensure that inner harbour channel safety aspects are monitored as part of the
annual H & S audit procedures.
• Monitor inner harbour dredging management.
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8. Houseboats
Houseboats occupy plots on a 99 year lease with MLI as defined on the plan which
is available to view at the harbour office. Within their leases there are conditions
which require them to connect to main services as available. The occupants and
their vessels are required to abide by all Harbour bye‐laws as any other harbour
user.
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9.

Coastal defence

EA’s East Yar Strategy (EYS) has made recommendations and copy of their report
is available to view in the Harbour office. In summary a decision is made to ‘hold
the line’ (for example building up and strengthening the existing sea defence line).
10

Safety and Emergency Planning

10.1

Tidal and Fluvial flooding ‐ Flood Event Protocol

Special consideration has been given to the fact that the existing and proposed
houseboats and a number of harbour side dwellings lie within a flood risk area.
For this reason the operational life span and design of the proposed infrastructure
and houseboat residential occupancy has been set at ninety seven years. To
manage the safety of residents plus visitors, or even guests (e.g. at Xoron’s B & B),
who would probably be unaware of the flood hazard, the following measures
should be implemented:
•

•

•
•

Houseboat residents will be encouraged to link to the
Harbourmaster’s existing BHIC emergency planning protocol which
is also closely linked to national emergency planning procedures.
Houseboat residents will be encouraged to join EA’s Floodline
emergency telephone warning line. EA hold a register of nominated
persons for this purpose and home, business and mobile telephone
numbers should provide instant contact at all times. The EA Flood
emergency procedure is already in place in the lower East Yar Valley
and regular consultation with other nominated persons should take
place to co ordinate efficient evacuation procedures. Usually, a 12 to
24 hour period will allow flood evacuation procedures from
precipitation to be implemented well in time to avoid direct flood
risk to humans. However, in the event of a breach to sea defences or
a tidal surge, measures will need to be in place to undertake this
more rapidly.
Advise suitable rendezvous areas that may be used in the event of
flooding.
Planning and provision for regular consultation and liaison with EA
and the emergency services during any flood event should be agreed
beforehand and set in place with these bodies.

Please refer to BHIC’s Flood Risk Assessment for Houseboat Users for full details,
which is available at BHIC office.
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10.2

Boating and terrestrial emergencies

In the event of major fire, serious accident or other potentially dangerous harbour
incident BHIC would, as appropriate, seek the assistance of the MCA and the
emergency rescue services on the Island.

Management policies, objectives and actions concerning Safety and Emergency
Planning
Policy
The health and safety of all harbour users and residents is of utmost importance to
BHIC, and steps to enhance these features form the main aims of this section.
Objectives
• Draw up Flood Event Protocol making this available to all relevant users.
• Review fire and accident emergency procedures as part of annual H & S audit
in conjunction with the PMSC.
Actions
• BHIC to liaise closely with EA to implement the actions arising from their East
Yar Strategy (EYS) into the Bembridge Harbour Plan.
• BHIC to produce a strategy for `Living with climate change and sea level rise’
plan aimed at all harbour users.
• Build in H & S check of infrastructure into annual safety audit process.
• Link harbour user groups into EA’s Flood Defence Emergency Strategy
(especially residents of properties and houseboats prone to flood risk)
• Liaise with IW emergency services (fire, police, coastguard and ambulance)
over evacuation of the harbour during a major fluvial or tidal flooding event, or
fire, serious accident or similar emergencies occurring at other times
• Liaise with IW emergency services in relation to other events (fire, serious
accident, etc.) and implement actions into H & S strategy
• Install safety notice boards on south harbour sites: near Tollgate Café and
Fishermans Marina containing advice on actions to take and emergency contact
details.
• Plan for regular consultation and liaison with EA and the emergency services
and set in place plans with these bodies.
• Agree and advise gathering areas for residents and business staff appropriate
to location around the harbour that may be used in the event of flooding
together with appropriate action for assistance to those with disabilities.
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11.

Recreational and Educational issues

11.1

Appraisal of present use of the area:

11.1.1 Access
Access is available to all people over the intertidal parts of the harbour and boat
access is freely available with public landing points, beaches and slipways. There
are a number of public footpaths on the land around the harbour plus public roads
and public footways.
NT allow the freedom to roam over their property, St Helens Duver (charging for
car park use only) and RSPB provide a number of permissive rights of way around
their Brading Marshes Reserve. BHIC also allows a right to roam on their
Bembridge dune areas.
Access to harbour facilities in terms of moorings, jetties, quays and pontoons is
subject to charges levied by BHIC. Any land leased to others, is also subject to
charges being made by them to their relevant users.
11.1.2 Recreational use:
The main public use of the harbour is for pleasure boating, whether by power or
sail. Walking and dog walking are the next most common pursuits, followed by
angling, both from the shore and from boats. Others include bird watching and
various countryside related pastimes. Bathing takes place on St. Helens beach and
on the beach on the northerly side of Bembridge Point. Notices warning of serious
currents in the harbour mouth have been installed by BHIC.
Some aspects related to recreational use pose conflicts with Harbour Byelaws and
conservation statutory designations. An example which fits both criteria is
windsurfing.
11.1.3 Educational use
The main educational use of the harbour is that undertaken by BSC and BHYC.
These clubs run boating training courses to Royal Yachting Association (RYA)
standards from spring to autumn annually. Powerboat training is provided
locally. School trips around the harbour are welcomed by BHIC, including
parking provision for coaches.
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11.1.4 Access for the disabled
Wherever possible BHIC will provide free and full access to all parts of the
harbour. Pontoons and ramps give access to the St Helens Duver and Bembridge
Marina.
11.2

Options for future use

Opportunities exist to maximise this aspect of harbour activities further via
enhanced facilities within the BHIC infrastructure. BHIC will be the body
responsible for implementing the initiatives available within the harbour from
various groups.
In addition to boating and fishing, the wildlife and natural history interests,
historical interests can play a role along with sporting and outdoor interests.

Management policies, objectives and actions concerning Recreation
and Education
Policy
• Active promotion of the harbours features of interest to all relevant audiences.
Objectives
• Implement plan in consultation with IW Tourism and relevant users groups.
• Encourage educational and informative use of the harbour.
Actions
• BHIC to liaise closely with NE, EA, IWC, BBA, Parish Councils, RSPB, IWT,
NT, BAC, BSC and BHYC to promote and use the site.
• Liaise with IW education providers and with sailing clubs, other training
institutions, etc. to promote specific harbour use activities for students of all
ages and abilities.
• Incorporate access for all user groups, including the less able.
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12.

Operational and Administrative Issues

12.1

Harbour operation and administration
Harbour operation and administration is undertaken by the team based at
the Duver Harbour Office. The team consists of the Harbourmaster, the
Directors, Company Accountant/Secretary, Deputy Harbour Master,
Berthing Masters, plus a number of seasonal / part time staff.

12.2

Harbour services

12.2.1 Harbour Water Taxi service
BHIC run a water taxi service available for all trot mooring holders and all
other users of the harbour to gain access to their vessels or to other
convenient parts of the harbour.
12.2.2 Waste Disposal
Refuse bins are located at all pontoon locations and the beach. All materials
are disposed of according to the Port Waste Management Plan and under
current waste management regulations. Opportunities to recycle waste
materials were investigated with BHIC’s waste contractor and have been
implemented resulting in the separation of glass and cardboard from the
normal waste stream.
12.2.3 Fuel
Diesel is available at the Duver Marina. Petrol can only be obtained, at
present, from local garages. Any storage of fuel is within permitted
purpose contained tanks approved to H & S COSHH standards.
12.2.4 Water and electricity
Fresh water and hook up electric points are available at all marina sites.
12.2.5 Washrooms and WCs
Washrooms, showers and WCs are located at Bembridge Harbour Marina
and at Duver Marina. A launderette is also located at Bembridge Harbour
Marina. These are maintained to a high and clean standard by BHIC.
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12.2.6 Boatyard services
A wide range of boatyard services in the form of cranes, slipping, sail
making, new and used boat sales, outboard services, engineering workshop
facilities and ancillary businesses are situated around the harbour.
12.2.7 BHIC Berths
Both visitor and permanent berths are available at Duver Marina.
Permanent berths are available at Fishermans, Selwyn and Bembridge
Marinas. There are also a number of trot moorings adjacent to the Duver
Marina site. BSC, BHYC and others (on parts of the harbour leased from
BHIC) also provide and let moorings. A tidal anchorage is available near the
Harbour entrance for 15 to 20 boats, but is only suitable for twin keeled
craft, catamarans or other vessels which can take the ground.
12.2.8 Other services, etc.
There is a marquee covered hospitality area and use of a barbeque facility
available within BHIC premises at Duver Marina.
Management policies, objectives and actions concerning Operational &
Administrative Issues
Policy
To run the harbour in accordance with the P & HO:BH and for the benefit of all
harbour users with reference to the PMSC.
Objectives
• Maintain efficient and effective administration and management of the
harbour.
• Ensure sufficient income is derived from the harbour to, under the terms &
conditions of the Bembridge Harbour Act, use profits to improve the harbour.
Actions
• Liaise closely with all harbour users and businesses to implement the above
objectives.
• Incorporate access for all users groups, including the less able.
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13.

Communications and Public Awareness

Bembridge Business Association (BBA) publishes an annual Bembridge and
Harbour Guide. BHIC provides free tide tables and various other items of
literature for harbour users and others including a colour newsletter containing
substantial harbour information and news. BHIC also has its own website and
runs a variety of advertising campaigns, together with representation at the major
British Boat Shows.

Management policies, objectives to enhance communications and public
awareness
Policy
BHIC, in liaison with BHLG and other harbour groups, businesses, etc., will
continue to promote the harbour to consistent high standards.
Objectives
• Continue present promotional strategy and add to it wherever this would be
beneficial.
Actions
• Produce Bembridge Harbour Guide & tide tables.
• Produce Bembridge Harbour newsletter
• Attend and stage events.
• Promote Bembridge Harbour using the media wherever possible and support
other harbour users in so doing.
• Promote the special nature conservation interests of the harbour and its
surroundings.
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14.

Monitoring

14.1

Monitoring process

Monitoring of various activities related to harbour use is an essential component of
the annual harbour work programme, governed by timescales from other
individual bodies, i.e. NE, EA, IWC, etc.
Tasks underway include:
Activity

Regularity

Outer channel harbour monitoring (via GPS & images)
Outer channel harbour monitoring (Abstraction records)
Inner harbour channel monitoring
H & S Audit
Outer harbour bird survey
Inner harbour bird survey
Port waste management plan
Machinery & equipment planned maintenance schedule
Staff training (details may be requested at the
Harbour Office)

Quarterly
Bi monthly
Quarterly
Annually
Quarterly
Twice during winter
Every three years
Ongoing
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Schedule of alterations to: Bembridge Harbour Management Plan 2008
First Edition September 2008 ‐ August 2010
1

All reference to Bembridge Harbour Authority (BHA) has been changed to
Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company Limited (BHIC)

2

A list of abbreviations used in the plan is included as Appendix 4 hereof

3

Throughout the plan various typos and grammar have been corrected

4

Owing to change in attitude to predicted sea level rises it was felt
appropriate to remove reference to sea level rise (SLR) and climate change
throughout the plan as SLR is de‐minimis over the 5 year period of the plan

5

Section 3 ‐ Harbour stakeholders and users has been updated

6

Section 5 clause 3 ‐ The Historic Environment under Actions, BHIC now
have copy of the Historic Environment Record report which is available for
viewing at the Harbour office

7

Section 6 ‐ Buildings and Development clause 2 subsection 3 ‐ GP
Motorworks and Attrills moorings added

8

Section 6.2.4 ‐ Groynes, apart from the groynes on Attrills Point and
Bembridge Point (BHIC responsibility) all maintenance of other groynes is
the responsibility of the Isle of Wight Council (IWC)

9

Section 6.2.4.2 ‐ Sea defences clause taken out as BHIC is not responsible for
any sea defences

10

Section 6.2.5 ‐ Buoys, lights, beacons, etc. ‐ reference to the number of buoys
has been removed as this varies, Annexure 5 provides copy of the most
recent survey drawing

11

Section 6.3 ‐ Buildings and related infrastructure under control of BHIC ‐
First paragraph the words “owned and” are removed and in paragraph
three the insertion of BHIC’s (workshop). Reference to the shop on the
Duver has been removed and office inserted, reference to ‘Dustbin Corner’
as been added.

12

Section 6.4 ‐ Land use and water use in the harbour area ‐ reference to
Commercial bait digging removed and note regarding Byelaws included as
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there is no separate definition of ‘private’ or ‘commercial’ made in the
Byelaws.
13

Section 7.1 ‐ Outer harbour channel dredging ‐ Actions ‐ BHIC to carry out
all dredging in accordance with the Entrance Channel Management
Protocol as agreed with NE and IWC in October 2010. Reference to
nominated independent channel monitoring person removed. Under
buoyage the addition of ‘position’ inserted

14

Section 8 ‐ Houseboats ‐ all sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and Management policies,
objectives and actions concerning houseboats have been removed and
reworded under Section 8

15

Section 9 ‐ Coastal defence and Sea Level Rise largely removed as reference
to SLR and climate change is not applicable and a draft of EYS has been
produced ‐ SLR is de‐minimis over the 5 year period of the plan

16

Section 10.1 ‐ Tidal and Fluvial flooding ‐ reference to SLR removed and
reference to ‘mandatory for new houseboat owners’ removed ‐ SLR is de‐
minimis over the 5 year period of the plan

17

Section 11.1.2 ‐ Recreational use ‐ as regards commercial bait digging this
has been removed as there is no distinction between ‘private and
commercial’ bait digging in the bye‐laws.

18

Section 12.1 ‐ Harbour operation and administration, updated

19

Section 12.2.2 ‐ Waste disposal minor alterations to ‘refuse bins’

20

Section 13 ‐ Communications and Public Awareness, one deletions under
actions

21

The spreadsheets showing the Implementation and monitoring of the
Harbour Management Plan have been removed as they are thought
unnecessary in the plan.

22

Reference to East Yar Coastal Coastal & Fluvial Strategy (EYC&FS) has been
changed to East Yar Strategy (EYS).

23

Appendix 3 is updated

24

Appendix 5 ‐ buoyage positions and survey is added (the larger scale
original is available in BHIC’s offices.
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Appendix 1

Map deposited with the Isle of Wight Council pursuant to section 7.1.2. Pier and
Harbour Order (Bembridge Harbour) Confirmation Act 1963
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Appendix 2

Maps showing areas covered by Nature Conservation Designations
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 4

AMR
BAC
BASHHA
BBA
BHIC
BHLG
BHT
BHUG
BHYC
BSC
COSHH
CST
Defra
EA
EU
EYC&FS
GPS
H&S
HER
IALA
IW
IWC

List of abbreviations used:

Ancient Monuments Register
Bembridge Angling Club
Bembridge & St Helens Harbour Association
Bembridge Business Association
Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company Limited
Bembridge Harbour Liaison Group
Bembridge Harbour Trust
Bembridge Harbour Users Group
Brading Haven Yacht Club
Bembridge Sailing Club
Control of substances hazardous to health
Coastal Sediment Transport
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Environment Agency
European Union
East Yar Coastal & Fluvial Strategy
Global Positioning System
Health and Safety
Historic Environmental Record
International Association of Lighthouse Authorities
Isle of Wight
Isle of Wight Council
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IWCA
IWT

Isle of Wight Council Archaeological
Isle of Wight Tourism
MCA
Maritime and Coastguard Agency
MCEU
Marine & Coastal Environment Unit
MHWS
Mean High Water Springs
MLI
Maritime & Leisure Investments Limited
NE
Natural England
NGO
Non Governmental Organisation
NT
National Trust
P&HO:BH
Pier and Harbour Order (Bembridge Harbour)
PANAR
Port Aids to Navigation Availability Reporting
PMSC
Port Marine Safety Code
RSPB
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
RYA
Royal Yachting Association
SAC
Special Areas of Conservation
SHBC&HWG St Helens and Bembridge Coastal & Harbour
Working Group
SLR
Sea level rise
SPA
Special Protection Area
SSSI
Site of Special Scientific Interest
SVYC
Sea View Yacht Club
SW
Southern Water
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Appendix 5 ‐ Buoyage Positions*

*

This diagram is for illustrative purposes only, buoys are repositioned from time to time as the channel alters and should not
be used for navigational purposes.
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